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Port of Açu: 5151699

Port of Vigo: 5151701

Making up for the – due to COVID-19 – cancelled award's
show, IAPH shines a light on the winning projects in an onlineceremony. To watch the video, go to bit.ly/WPSPawards
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Tuas Port: 5151703

Venice Port: 5151702

Port of Valencia: 5151700

Focus area 2
Addressing the externalities
of port operations

Collaborative project –
Green and connected ports
The Green and Connected Ports (GREEN C
Ports) project pilots the use of sensors, big
data, and artificial intelligence to reduce
the impact of port operations on their
cities, monitor emissions from ports and
vessels, and optimise performance of port
operations in the EU TEN-T Core Network.
GREEN C Ports is co-ordinated by the
Valenciaport Foundation with 10 other
partners. It involves six specific case studies,
among which are aiming to decrease port
traffic congestion and reduce carbon dioxide
(CO2) emissions by 10% from trucks in the
Port of Valencia; optimise vessel calls at the
Port of Venice before and after port closure
owing to bad meteorological conditions;
predict air as well as noise quality levels at
Valencia and Piraeus ports, and generate
notifications to government institutions
when certain emission levels are exceeded;
and inform shippers about actual emissions
generated by their shipments in door-todoor transport chains between the Iberian
peninsula and the Balearic Islands.
GREEN C Ports also aims to develop
a port environmental performance IT
platform that will receive real-time data
from the sensor networks and from
existing operating systems in each port.

Collaborative projects –
The LOOP-Ports
The LOOP-Ports project analyses a circular
economy (CE) approach for EU ports. This
is where products, materials, and resources
are maintained in the economy for as
long as possible, and waste is minimised.
This is the first project analysing the CE
approach for ports in the European Union.
Forty-four stakeholders from 14 EU
countries engaged in the project: 32 port
authorities, one environmental organisation,
three industry associations, four public
authorities, and the Baltic Ports Organisation,
European Sea Ports Organisation, Medports,
and Danske Havn port associations.
Key success cases and an in-depth
analysis of the main barriers and enablers
have been identified, with more than
450 ports analysed and 200 CE activities
pinpointed. Ad hoc training materials are
developed with more than 25 workshops
on CE with key stakeholders.
The aim is to replicate seven business
models and develop a tailored web tool
showing project results that are already
live, listing concrete initiatives.
Co-winning an unprecedented second
award, the Valenciaport Foundation is
co-ordinating the LOOP-Ports – Circular
Economy Network of Ports project.

Focus area 1
Port development and
“license to operate”
Maritime and Port Authority of Singapore
– Singapore’s next-generation Tuas port
Sustainability is integral to the construction of
Singapore’s Tuas Port project. To adapt to rising
sea levels, this new mega-port will have an
operational platform of 5 m above mean sea
level. More than 50% of the total fill materials
for Phases 1 and 2 were dredged material and
excavated earth from construction projects.
Tuas Port aims to become the world’s
single-largest container port. It will provide
one consolidated location for all container
activities within Singapore, which is aimed at
reducing inter-terminal haulage operations
and greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. Port
operations will be aided by digital, automated,
and electrified equipment to enable just-intime operations.
In order to protect marine habitats,
environmental impact assessments were done.
Also, strict environmental quality objectives
were applied during the reclamation and
construction works. Prior to these works, corals
that could be affected from the construction
of the Tuas mega-port were relocated to
St John's and Sisters' Islands. These corals
stood an 80% survival rate after relocation.

Dutch Seaports: 5151704
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Port of Vigo – Sunset Dock project
The Sunset Dock project forms an integral part
of the Port of Vigo’s Blue Growth strategy.
Sunset Dock was created to develop
innovative practices to achieve sustainability
goals by recovering the good state of marine
ecosystems in the port area, promoting
awareness of ecosystem conservation in the
port area, and reducing carbon emissions
through CO2-capture techniques. The port
aims to reduce its GHG emissions close to
30% by 2022.
Located on the Ria de Vigo bay on the
northwest coast of Spain, Port of Vigo is a
natural port sheltered from the ocean, and is
surrounded by the Illas Atlánticas National
Park and other natural protected areas. This
location is an important zone for artisanal
fishing and aquaculture.
A study is under way to create a marine
natural ecosystem in the port's waters to
protect and increase the biodiversity around
the port. The design and installation of
structures for colonisation by fauna and flora
species is ongoing.
The Blue Growth strategy also complements
the green objectives set out in the Sunset
Dock plan. Marine litter along the Galician
Coastline has been collected to improve the
state of port and marine ecosystems. To date,
the Port of Vigo has removed 123 tonnes of
marine litter, with the help of local fishermen's
organisations around the area.
Sunset Dock is aimed at local companies,
research institutions, and technological centres
to share knowledge and technology. Its
monitoring and dissemination plan aimed to
offer a live experience to the local community,
where they can follow the process of marine
habitats’ colonisation and restoration.

Port of Açu – Emergency
Preparedness Project
This project was implemented in response to a
2019 oil spill off the coast of Brazil, which was
an unprecedented incident of catastrophic
proportions. It highlights the important role
ports can play in emergency-response actions.
The Port of Açu is strategically located, with
its terminals providing specialised offshore
support to oil companies. The port set-up a
multifaceted taskforce, which carried out drills,
community engagement, wildlife monitoring,
and drone flights as part of the project.
In 2019, an oil spill spread more than
2,000 km off the Brazilian coast. More than
5,000 tonnes of oil waste was collected from
shores in 11 states, a volume 20 times larger
than the sum of all oil incidents reported since
2012. The origin of the spill remains unknown.
The incident shed light on the challenges
related to the ability to respond to major oil
incidents. As connecting nodes between
land and sea, ports are key stakeholders for
collaborating on emergency-response actions.
They concentrate on significant emergency
resources, act as support base for sea
operations, and are ideally placed to gather
those involved in an emergency response.
Table-top and fully operational drills
with booms, clean-ups and containment
simulations; wildlife monitoring; and drone
supervision flights have all been tested
and implemented as part of the Port of
Açu Emergency Preparedness Project.
The port administration as well as the
Brazilian Navy, together with companies and
terminals operating at Port of Açu, conducted
lectures and campaigns with local community
representatives as well as fishermen.
They advised them on monitoring and
reinforced safety and clean-up procedures.
The Port of Açu developed integrated
actions and set safety standards that can
actively respond to emergency spills.

Dutch seaports – Applying the OECD
guidance for responsible business conduct
Based on the Organisation for Economic
Co-operation and Development (OECD)
Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises for
and by seaports, Dutch seaports carried
out research into their corporate social
responsibility (CSR) assessment of their
current and prospective cargo flows.
This exercise resulted in a comprehensive
list of cargo flows and, consequently, a
step-by-step approach was developed
to assist individual ports draft a plan at
their own pace. Elements requiring interport collaboration were highlighted.
Dutch seaports are ranked among the
world’s key logistics hubs for the storage and
transhipment of international cargo flows,
including liquid bulk such as gasoline, minerals,
and agri-products such as cocoa. They also
serve comparatively new cargo flows arising
from the emergence of bio-based CEs.
However, the production of these flows can
cause environmental damage, poor working
conditions, and even human rights violations.
Protection of people, enforcement, and
supervision of regulations can be flawed.
Dutch seaports decided to join forces
to investigate their own roles and
responsibilities as well as identify potential
actions to reduce the CSR risks associated
with international cargo flows. This joint
initiative has since been incorporated into the
Maritime Strategy and Seaports Programme
(2018–25) of the Dutch government.
Two pilot studies were made to investigate
the role, influence, and possibilities of seaports
to promote responsible palm oil and e-waste
chains from an OECD perspective. The project
has enhanced the Dutch seaports’ mutual
reliance and cohesion. It has also created a level
playing field and knowledge transfer between
them. This project shows how the port sector
can positively impact multiple supply chains.
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Port of Brisbane – NCOS Online
Since 2017, the Port of Brisbane (PBPL) has
partnered with technology companies
to develop NCOS Online, a platform that
provides a near-realtime seven-day detailed
forecast of environmental conditions and
vessel’s under keel clearance. NCOS Online
has played a pivotal role in increasing the Port
of Brisbane’s navigational channel capacity
and reducing its environmental impact.
The platform has also boosted capacity
at the port, with an increased vessel
length by 13.6% to 350 m and vessel beam
by 11.1% to 50 m, which enabled it to
accommodate larger vessels. This in turn
led to reduced transit times and improved
shipping efficiency for customers, and the
subsequent reduction in vessel emissions.
Leveraging NCOS Online, PBPL (with Seaport
OPX) is developing and trialling additional
capability modules, aimed at further reducing
environmental impacts and improving
shipping efficiency. The modules will be
used to inform and improve operational
decisions as well as project planning – this
is distinct from historical approaches where
modelling is typically undertaken during
the planning phase of a project.
The climate change module, for example,
already delivered a tool that allowed PBPL
to determine the risk of various climate
change parameters such as sea and flood
levels and their severity, or storm surge
impacts on physical port infrastructure.
The sustainable sediment module, which
is under development, allows PBPL to
better understand the sediment dynamics
throughout the port’s critical maritime
infrastructure. The vessel emission reduction
module, also under development, will provide
a recommended speed to the vessel master
that ensures the vessel arrives on time while
minimising emissions – specific to the vessel
class and actual weather conditions.
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PortXchange – Pronto
As part of its vision to be the world’s smartest
port and its commitment to reduce GHG
emissions, the Port of Rotterdam has
established a start-up called PortXchange
for the global roll-out of Pronto: a platform
for optimising port calls to reduce CO2
emissions globally in shipping. Through
Pronto, vessels can sail just in time to ports
that reduces CO2 emissions as well as anchor
time resulting in lower NOx emissions.
In August 2019, PortXchange was launched
as an independent organisation. Pronto
is currently being tested in Rotterdam,
Felixstowe, Algeciras, and Houston and
will be expanding to more ports in 2020.
Maersk and Shell, Pronto’s launching
customers, are testing its potential to
reduce emissions in shipping globally.
Pronto provides shipping companies,
agents, terminals, and other service providers
with a shared platform that they can use
to exchange information about their port
calls based on a global standard. As soon
as the estimated time of arrival is known,
the vessel is assigned its own timeline in
Pronto, where all events during the port
call are shown. The progress and status of
the events are continuously updated on
the dashboard. Users can monitor events
and make adjustments where necessary.
They can also opt to receive notifications
and warnings if there are status changes,
delays, or planning conflicts in real time.
Pronto’s interface allows the calculation of
emissions and saving potential at port call
level during and after arrival at the port.
Pronto encourages ports and shipping
companies to collaborate to achieve just-intime sailing and to significantly reduce CO2
and NOx emissions. Inherent to the success
of Pronto is the collaboration of all parties
within the port such as agents, shipping lines,
terminals, and nautical service providers.

Port of Marseille – Jupiter 1000
The Jupiter 1000 power-to-gas project
is the transformation of electrical
current into gas through electrolysis
of water. Such a process can serve as
storage for excess renewable energy.
This project is the first industrial
demonstrator of power-to-gas with a power
rating of 1 megawatt electrical (MWe) for
electrolysis and a methanation process
with carbon capture. Worth EUR30 million
(USD32.83 million), the demonstrator will
be implemented on a selected industrial
site at Marseille-Fos Port in France.
Green hydrogen will be produced
using two electrolysers involving different
technologies, from 100% renewable energy.
The produced hydrogen will then feed the
gas network. In parallel, the hydrogen will be
reacting with CO2 captured from a nearby
industrial site to produce methane through
an innovative methanation technology.
The methane can then be injected into
the gas network, closing a CE loop as
CO2 will be used to produce energy.
Various French companies are collaborating
with the Port of Marseille in the Jupiter 1000
project: Atmostat, CEA, GRTgaz, Leroux
and Lotz Technologies, McPhy Energy, and
TIGF. GRTgaz and TIGF will be in charge
of the injection in the gas networks.
After evaluating the performance of the
demonstrator project, all partners will work
on future technical and economic standards
for deploying full-sized installations of this
type. The idea is to implement the concept
throughout France in the long term.
More than 15 terawatt-hour (TWh) of gas
could be produced each year using the
power-to-gas system by 2050. There is a high
international interest in Jupiter 1000, with
more than 1,000 visitors and 20 delegations
from all over the world having visited the
site to date.

Port of Montreal: 5151720
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Port of Helsinki –
Carbon Neutral Port 2035
Aside from the port pledging to be fully
carbon neutral by 2035, a strong focus
of the Port of Helsinki’s programme is
to incentivise and help customers and
stakeholders in their own carbon neutrality
and equip nine berths with onshore power,
offering auto-mooring, low-emission
incentive programmes, build solar plants,
convert electrified heavy machinery, as
well as help to reduce city congestion.
In 2018, the Finnish port identified
four sources of CO2 emissions around
its harbour: vessels, heavy machinery,
traffic, and its own port operations.
The Finnish port plans to support
shipowners' transition to biofuels in the
future, for example by carrying part of the
price difference for fuels used in the harbour.
At the same time, it plans to introduce
an incentive scheme to persuade
companies to use low-emission vehicles
when driving around its harbour area.
By committing to this action plan, the
Port of Helsinki will cut harbour area CO2
emissions above 30%, while its own emissions
constitute 5% of total area emissions.
In addition, the port will build solar
plants on top of the buildings under port
ownership. It is looking into facilitating other
harbour users’ transition, for example by
joint investments into panel infrastructure.
It also aims to reduce its energy
consumption by switching to LED
lighting, streamlining heat recycling and
recovery programmes, improving the
premises’ resource efficiency, as well as
increasing the retention of solar power.
The Port of Helsinki also works with the
city of Helsinki on emission reduction.
Most of the planned measures are
envisioned to be in place within the
next five years, the port stated.

Focus area 1
Port development and
“license to operate”
Port of Huelva –
Ecological recovery project
The Port of Huelva is located in an estuary of
high ecological value and, at the same time,
in one of the most important industrial areas
in Spain. The singular challenge for the port
is therefore to balance economic with social
interests, and with the conservation of more
than 245,000 ha (2,450 km2) of protected areas.
These protected áreas cover land and
marine areas, all preserved by the European
Nature2000 Network, or Biosphere Reserve
MaB, RAMSAR wetlands, and some are
Spanish natural sites.
The commitment of the port, at the
highest level, is reflected in its environmental
strategy that sets ambitious policy objectives.
In co-operation with its port community,
Port of Huelva aims towards leadership
in the fields of energy, conservation,
water, and air quality management.
The ecological recovery project is a
concrete, successful example in that
respect. It addressed the environmental
recovery of the degraded left bank of the
Odiel estuary and the conservation of
habitats and their environmental values.
The environmental work was
complemented with the construction
of a boulevard along 1 km of the Odiel
estuary and a 4 km pedestrian path. This has
provided citizens with a recreational area
of high environmental and social values.
The project took up more than 10 years
and a total investment of EUR27 million.
In addition, native species such as ‘Spartina
maritima’ were recovered, a carbon sink that
captures more than 300 tonnes of carbon
annually were created, and marshes eroded
by sea level changes were stabilised.

Port of Montreal –
Grand Quay development project
The Grand Quay of the Port of Montreal is a
new urban space developed by the Montreal
Port Authority (MPA). Located between the
river and the city in the heart of Old Montreal,
it features a contemporary cruise terminal,
new green spaces open to the public, and the
Port Centre. It stood out for its positive benefits
in terms of sustainable development, its
landscape planning, its electric shore power
technology for cruise vessels, and its approach
to connecting with the community.
The Grand Quay reinvented port spaces and
port-city relations. It responded to a wish
made by Montreal residents to provide better
access to the river. It revitalised a century-old
site into a modern cruise terminal; its
architectural design ensures a quality welcome
for cruise ships and their guests. It reduced the
port’s environmental footprints by installing
shore power supply system, the first green
initiative of its kind in Quebec; by creating
green spaces, including a green roof that is
original in design; and by reorganising the area
to encourage active transportation. The Port
Centre gallery opened a cultural window on
the maritime industry and enhanced the
public’s perception about the port.
Prior to developing the project, the MPA
held numerous meetings with key partners
from the economic and tourism sectors,
political and social stakeholders, and
stakeholders committed to Montreal’s
development. It also held open houses to
present the project to residents, gathering
their input and answering their questions.
The Grand Quay project showed the port’s
desire to get closer to the community, offering
the public better access to the river and better
integration with its surrounding environment.
It reduced the port’s environmental footprint
and meets the operational needs of cruise
lines and their guests.
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Focus area 2
Addressing the externalities
of port operations
The Northwest Seaport Alliance –
Clean Truck Program
Under the Northwest Ports Clean Air
Strategy, the ports of Seattle, Tacoma,
Vancouver, and British Columbia together
with the Northwest Seaport Alliance (NWSA)
collectively set a goal of having trucks
manufactured in 2014 or later model years to
serve their respective container terminals.
This amendment of the Clean Truck
Program was originally set to go into effect
in 2018, but only 53% of NWSA trucks were
compliant as the deadline approached. To
provide additional time and resources to
purchase a compliant truck, the deadline
was extended through the end of the year.
The NWSA implemented a large-scale
effort to improve outreach and education
on trucking issues in the gateway,
working closely with their stakeholders.
Communication was conducted through
various channels: online, physically through
banners and flyers at terminal gates, and
through evening and weekend workshops.
The NWSA partnered with the African
Chamber of Commerce to host workshops
on a range of topics such as diesel particulate
filter maintenance, safety and financing,
providing translation and support.
Port staff sought cost-effective ways for
drivers to update their trucks and presented
findings at the Trucker’s Outreach Forum.
The programme also provided support
to the Puget Sound Clean Air Agency’s
online DPF maintenance training videos.
The NWSA programme has decreased
diesel particulate matter (DPM) emissions
from trucks, reducing the pollutant
load on neighbouring communities
by 33.4 tonnes of DPM per year.
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Yeosu Gwangyang Port –
Community Outreach Programme
Yeosu Gwangyang Port is South Korea’s
essential industrial backbone and the
Yeosu Gwangyang Port Authority (YGPA) is
managing and developing a total area of
110 km2 and 103 berths. Aiming to strike
a balance between economic and social
objectives, the YGPA Port Community
Outreach Programme was implemented to
bring the port and local communities closer.
YGPA staff members contribute a total
of 22 hours annually each to community
outreach activities; so far, 3,000 hours have
been dedicated to these activities.
The programme was developed
around four pillars:
• Yeosu Project and Academy: The Yeosu
Project provides education and training
on ocean affairs to developing countries
to cope with maritime challenges. The
Yeosu Academy offers a two-week
programme on ocean affairs for graduate
students from developing countries.
• Running Community Outreach Programme:
Every year, YGPA implements a series of
community outreach initiatives such as the
Ocean Natural purification volunteer service,
the senior lunch box delivery service, the
house repair-volunteer service, and a talent
donation to children in the local area.
• Sunflower Garden Project: YGPA restructured
the space around its Gwangyang Distripark
area to attract recreational activities and
to support the local economy. As part
of this effort, YGPA planted sunflowers,
which covered 53,000 m2 of the area.
The number of tourists visiting the area
increased up to 13.5% thereafter.
• Port-City Dialogue Programme: YGPA
brought together local authorities and
the local chamber of commerce to agree
on common policies and joint initiatives
addressing the sustainability of the port.

Port of Amsterdam – MOBI platform
In 2017, the Port of Amsterdam launched
its Methodology for Impartial Security
Assessments (MISA) risk assessment
application for port terminals. Over time, the
MISA application evolved into MOBI, the Dutch
abbreviation for the port security platform,
and has been in use since 2019 by all Dutch
main seaports: Groningen Seaports, North
Sea Port, Port of Den Helder, Port of Moerdijk,
Port of Rotterdam, and Port of Amsterdam.
Administrative port security activities can
often be time-consuming and require proper
communication between the port terminal
and the authority. The MOBI platform and
its smart web-based software application
facilitates a public-private co-operation
between port terminals and designated
authorities for port security activities, thus
making these processes effective and efficient.
Port facility security officers, port security
auditors, and port security supervisors
work together in one transparent digital
environment, carrying out real-time tasks and
sending each other notifications, messages,
documents, and images through MOBI.
This ensured that information is always
up to date and that the status of the
processes was transparent to its users.
MOBI supports International Ship and
Port Facility Security (ISPS) certification
and reapplications for ISPS certificates. It
could also be used to report ISPS drills and
exercises, as well as to notify ISPS security
incidents to port facility security officers.
The application is tested regularly to
ensure its security protocols are intact.
MOBI handles certifications, notifications,
and management of changes and
compliance. The development of MOBI
continues in 2020, with a more thorough
integration of cyber security. Also, a realtime cyber-incident notification module,
called MOBI-Alert, will be added.
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Port of Los Angeles – 2nd Generation
Cyber Security Operations Centre
In 2014, the Port of Los Angeles established
its state-of-the-art Cyber Security Operations
Centre (CSOC), which acts as a centralised
location to proactively monitor network
traffic to prevent and detect cyber incidents
under port control. In 2015, it attained the
ISO 27001 certification, the international
cyber-security standard. Continuing to
advance its cyber-security programme, in
2019, the Port of Los Angeles successfully
completed its 2nd Generation (G2) CSOC.
The G2 CSOC is built upon the original
with upgraded technologies, new analytical
tools, and leveraging its own five years of
cyber-operations data to focus on highestpriority issues. Today, the G2 CSOC protects
the port against more frequent, sophisticated,
and damaging attacks, including 40 million
unauthorised intrusion attempts per month.
The Port of Los Angeles’ cyber-security
programme is to extend beyond the port
authority and into the port community with
a Cyber Resilience Centre (CRC), a first-ofits-kind solution to reduce cyber risks of the
port ecosystem. The G2 CSOC will be an
important component of the CRC by sharing
information with the Port of Los Angeles
ecosystem for collaboration and engagement
with stakeholders, which will result in
greater collective knowledge and stronger
community defence against cyber threats.
In addition to defensive measures,
the CRC will serve as an information
resource stakeholders may use to help
restore operations following an attack.
The CRC will receive, analyse, and share
information to and from direct stakeholders
such as cargo handlers and tenants, and
cross-sector providers of essential services
to direct stakeholders who choose to
become members of the cyber-resilience
centre of the Port of Los Angeles.

Port of Seattle – Duwamish Valley
Community Benefits Commitment
In December 2019, Port of Seattle
commissioners voted unanimously to
adopt Resolution 3767, the Duwamish
Valley Community Benefits Commitment.
This adoption marked the culmination
of three years of engagement and
collaborative innovation between the port
and the Port Community Action Team, an
advisory group consisting of stakeholders
from the South Park and Georgetown
neighbourhoods in Duwamish Valley.
The 2013 Cumulative Health Impact
Analysis, published by Just Health Action
and the Duwamish River Cleanup Coalition
NGOs, identified that the community living
in Duwamish Valley experienced multiple
environmental justice concerns. Community
members bore significantly disproportionate
port-related environmental impacts and lacked
fair access to port-related economic benefits.
The purpose of Resolution 3767 is to guide
the Port of Seattle operations that impact
the Duwamish Valley by institutionalising the
voices of community into port processes.
This commitment is upheld by the port’s
long-term investment and staffing of a
programme that collaborates with Duwamish
Valley stakeholders. This partnership advances
three broad, shared goals to transform the
port’s relationship with its most-affected
communities: community and port
capacity building; healthy environment and
communities; and economic prosperity.
Measures taken by the Port of Seattle
include providing training for port staff
and community members, improving
community engagement practices, investing
in community-based climate change solutions,
collaborating with industry for air quality
improvements as well as increasing local
recruitment for port-related jobs and allyship
to support a diverse and green economy.

Port of San Diego – Blue Economy
Incubator Program
In 2016, the Port of San Diego launched
the Blue Economy Incubator Program to
attract innovators with novel solutions to
address port environmental challenges. To
date, the port has funded eight pilot projects
including shellfish nursery operations,
copper remediation technology, a drive-in
boat-wash, a smart marina application,
seaweed aquaculture, a marine debris
removal vessel, a shoreline project to enhance
biodiversity, and a new approach to sediment
remediation in marine environments.
Regarding the port's pilot five-year shellfish
nursery programme, it is collaborating with a
local company to establish and maintain a
year-round shellfish nursery in San Diego Bay.
Also through the Blue Economy Incubator
Program, the port partnered with a Californiabased company to design a custom-made
vessel to remove marine debris around San
Diego Bay. This partnership yielded positive
results in 2018: more than 33,000 pounds
(14,969 kg) of marine detritus were collected.
The port-led Blue Economy Incubator
Program harnessed advance innovations
to help drive the blue economy. Through
this programme, the port has contributed
USD1.4 million in funding for the eight
pilot projects; provided use of port-owned
property, provided assistance with obtaining
all necessary regulatory and operational
permits; co-ordinated the installation of
projects; and provided assistance with
community and media relations.
Traditionally, ports fund innovative
projects through service agreements or
grants. However, the port’s Blue Economy
Incubator Program provided a new and
innovative procurement pathway to attract
and efficiently deploy innovative ideas and
projects to address port-related environmental
challenges and opportunities.
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